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Abstracts: This Supplement of the JACM on the Brazilian PMAQ reveals a relevant
gap in the Brazilian literature on pay for performance/PMAQ, and is therefore an
opportunity to bring contributions from global health and public policy to the debate.
We discuss the relevant gap in the light of developments in evaluation and policy
analysis. We afterwards present the state of knowledge regarding global health and
public policy in pay for performance, giving attention to diverse themes, methods, types
of analyses, theoretical contributions and limitations. Finally, we suggest some possible
implications for research and policy in Brazil.
Key words: Brazil; primary health care; pay for performance; Global Health; Public
Policy; quality improvement.

This article opens new and broader possibilities in terms of future research and
policy implications for the Brazilian National Program for Improving Access and
Quality of Primary Care (PMAQ). Quality improvement and payment for performance
programs in primary health care have been implemented in several countries around the
world, constituting one of the major themes in global health and public policy. The
Brazilian PMAQ is currently at the beginning of its 3rd round. The political significance
of this Supplement of the Journal of Ambulatory Care Management (JACM) on the
Brazilian PMAQ not only lies in the credibility of the institutional actors and scholars
involved, but in three main correlated facts: it reveals the limitations of the state of the
art of knowledge/literature about pay for performance/PMAQ in Brazil, and is an
opportunity to bring the contributions of global health and public policy to the debate.
PMAQ is indeed in the process of contributing to the improvement of primary
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health care quality in Brazil (Macinko, Harris, & Rocha, 2017). Its database is currently
essential for policymakers, public policy managers and researchers, given its national
coverage, comprising a census of the structure of health care units and performance data
related to managers, health care teams (doctors, nurses, community health agents,
dentists) and patients. However, policy tools and analyses based on PMAQ data are still
under construction and in their initial stage. The development of these tools and
analyses has to date, been reliant on reviews of data derived from PMAQ. There has
been little analysis of the PMAQ implementation process or comparative analysis with
performance programs from other health systems which would yield useful insights into
supporting both overall program design and support more effective implementation.
The state of the art of Knowledge about PMAQ: the relevant gap
This JACM edition demonstrates that there is indeed a relevant gap in the state
of the art of the knowledge about PMAQ in terms of the adoption of more diverse
policy analyses and methods such as those employed in global health and public policy.
The papers by Brazilian scholars published in this Supplement (Fausto et al., 2017;
Matta-Machado et al., 2017; Mello, Tonini, Sousa da Silva, Dutt-Ross, & de Souza
Velasque, 2017; Neves, Giordani, Ferla, & Hugo, 2017; Rocha et al., 2017; Tomasi et
al., 2017) follow a quantitative, descriptive type of analysis based on official PMAQ
data, focusing on specific clinical or epidemiological themes. They also comprise good
examples of the hegemonic literature about pay for performance/PMAQ in Brazil. In
this, scholars from the Collective Health field (1) (and Preventive Medicine), and
precisely those involved in the official implementation of the program as external
assessors, have been generating new knowledge about the PMAQ, particularly since the
publication of the special issue of the Brazilian journal Saúde em Debates (Centro
Brasileiro de Estudos de Saúde, 2014). These articles, like those of the Brazilian
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scholars published in this Supplement, also mainly report quantitative studies either
solely or predominantly consisting of descriptive analyses utilising PMAQ data. Few
works by external assessors of PMAQ provide narratives or descriptions of the
experience of data collection undertaken in diverse Brazilian states (Fausto & Fonseca,
2013; Rodrigues, Santos & Pereira, 2014), and they do not advance much analytically in
terms of lessons for future policy developments. To date, there have few studies
undertaking implementation analyses, using qualitative methods or wider discussions of
the PMAQ program within the wider international global health and public policy
literature (Saddi, Harris, Parreira, & Pego, 2017).
According to developments in evaluation and policy analysis, studies focusing
solely or primarily on quantitative data, or on program outcomes, are considered limited
in terms of policy learning and uses to promote concrete changes or improvements in
the policy process. The need for implementation research is widely recognised
(Exworthy & Powell 2004; Hill & Hupe, 2008; Schofield, 2001). Evidence for policy
development and evaluation of programme implementation and impact are seen as key
elements of ensuring the successful development and implementation. The disconnect
between policy research, policy impact monitoring and policy practice, is well
acknowledged and evaluation often comes too late to be of use for policy decisionmaking (World Health Organisation Europe, 2015). Evaluation of policy – both content
and process/implementation – is therefore, essential to ensure that policy programs are
successfully implemented and that policy and decision-makers understand how to
support successful implementation.
Common breakthroughs in evaluation and policy analysis refer to the
(re)valorisation of the interdisciplinary integrative nature of both fields, as well as to the
adoption of a varied range of methods and types of analysis, considered as either
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complementary or as an alternative (or critical perspective) to the more positivist type of
work. Good examples are the adoption of multi-methods, mixed methods,
interpretations and communicative practices approaches (Fischer & Gottweis, 2012;
Fischer, Miller, & Sidney 2006; Patton, 2014). In evaluation, breakthroughs also refer to
the incorporation of the themes of uses and influences of evaluations (Bjørnholt &
Larsen, 2014; Mark & Henry 2004; Patton, 2014). In policy analysis, diverse
approaches have been applied to understand and improve the formulation and/or
implementation processes (Fischer & Gottweis, 2012; Fischer et al., 2006; Howlett,
Ramesh, & Perl, 2013). They have focused, for instance, on qualitative data collection
regarding key actors’ ideas, interests (or motivations) and actions (and interactions), in
diverse and complex macro/micro political contexts, taking into account how they have
shaped and can help to re-shape the design and/or implementation of public policies.
Therefore, the predominance of a quantitative type of analysis related to the
PMAQ can be seen as a narrow form of policy learning and present some politically
significant limitations. They leave behind the complexities and political and pragmatic
conditions and challenges that orient the (re)formulation or (re)design and
implementation of programmes. Nor do they take into account the undesired
consequences involved in the implementation of performance programs. They do not
offer more contextualised real-world lessons that could be employed to promote further
quality improvements in the policy/system. This means that some questions about
PMAQ remain still to be answered. Principal broad questions are how have evaluations
been used? How has the PMAQ been formulated and implemented?
Despite previous studies we still know very little regarding how PMAQ data
has been used by policymakers at distinct government levels in the Brazilian Federation
to support policy development and implementation. Moreover, we don't know how and
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the extent to which PMAQ's hegemonic research/evaluation path of influence has
affected policy decision making. From the perspective of policy formulation and design
(Howlett et al., 2013; Margetts & Hood, 2016; May, 2003), we still know very little
regarding how distinct actors, interests, institutions and facts have impacted on the
formulation and re-design of the program in the different rounds. We know little about
which, or how, tools and strategies related to specific policy goals have been designed
and adopted in the process, so as to better support the implementation and achieve
program goals. We also do not know how mechanisms or tools of feedback have been
employed or affected the (re-) design of the PMAQ in the previous rounds and if or how
they are thought to be implemented in the present one.
Of particular concern is that our understanding of policy implementation is still
very limited from the implementation perspective (Exworthy & Powell 2004; Hill &
Hupe, 2008; Schofield, 2001). For example, we do not know how front line health
workers have in fact been involved with PMAQ, and what types of motivations have
characterised the implementation of PMAQ around the country and during each round.
Nor do we have any evidence on what main PMAQ strategies and tools have been
implemented in health units given their particular organizational capacities, and the
extent to which they were created as a response to implementation challenges. There is
also a gap in knowledge regarding the extent to which PMAQ has directed health team
efforts toward achieving program targets, and whether PMAQ has actually contributed
to the creation of a culture of evaluation and planning on the front line in different
health units around Brazil. Neither do we understand how the financial incentive
transferred by the Federal Government has been used in diverse municipalities, in
distinct regions of the country, and if and how they have impacted on the quality of care
at the organizational and/or professional level/s.
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Contributions from Global Health and Public Policy
Globally, in addition to the classic descriptive and economic/quantitative
analyses of policy performance, other themes of a more political and policy nature, as
well as multi-methods and diverse types of analyses, and theoretical considerations, are
taken into account, guiding the debate and practice of quality and performance policies
around the world. Themes such as organizational capacity, staff engagement,
professional stress and work overload are also extensively considered (Peckham, 2007;
Roland & Guthrie, 2016). Organizational capacity issues have also been considered
important to highlight the need for capacity building in African countries, for instance,
and foster the successful delivery of performance programs (Toonen, Canavan, Vergeer,
& Elovainio, 2009). Researchers have taken into account the cognitive/subjective
aspects (“alternative logics”) in performance measurement (Politt, 2013) and claimed
that focusing on what is measured induces potentially dysfunctional effort substitution
and gaming behaviours (Bevan & Hood, 2006). Moreover, performance indicators have
been considered political instruments (Bjornholt & Larsen, 2014), and used in diverse
and complementary ways in the construction of improvement frameworks and tools to
measure and monitor policies.
Multi-methods and diverse types of analyses are utilized to study the formulation
and implementation of performance programs. Most of these methods take into account
the context and complexities involved during implementation. Stakeholder or actor
analyses, together with participation and/or policy process theories have been used to
study how international and national actors participate in the formulation of
performance programs. These include qualitative studies involving non-participant
observations of policy meetings and key informant interviews (Amy, Brown, Harman,
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& Papamichail, 2014); policy analysis methods that employ document analyses and key
informant interviews to analyse contractual arrangements of different levels of
involvement from local to international actors to understand the process of redesign and
delivery improvement (Khim, Ir & Leslie, 2017) and qualitative research designs and
frameworks (Bhatnagar & George, 2015) including focus groups and in-depth
interviews (Songstad, Lindkvist, Moland, Chimhutu, & Blystad, 2012) to explore front
line health workers perspectives and motivations. Contextual factor analyses, applying
focus groups and interviews have also been used (Olafsdottir et al., 2014) along with
mixed methods studies (Kristensen, McDonald, & Sutton, 2013).
There are also a number of systematic reviews on providers’ attitudes or effects
of performance programs that provide useful insights for designing or redesigning
successful programs (Eijkenaar, 2013; Forbes et al., 2016; Langdown & Peckham,
2014; Lee, Lee, & Jo, 2012). For example the review by Eijkenaar (2013) led to new
perspectives on designing performance programs:
(…) undesired effects of P4P will often be a result of diminished
intrinsic motivation. It is therefore important that providers are actively involved
in designing the program, especially in developing and maintaining the aspects
of performance to be measured. This increases the likelihood of provider support
and alignment with their professional norms and values … In this respect, it is
also important that program evaluations include qualitative studies to monitor
the impact on providers’ intrinsic motivations (Eijkenaar, 2013, p. 140).
In this process of mobilising diverse themes and types of analysis of pay for
performance, questions have also been raised about the future of those programs and,
more specifically, regarding the extent to which the financial benefit involved has
impacted on health workers and local health organisations. Researchers also question
8

whether this benefit has affected the quality of care in other areas not targeted by the
program, whether it has been effective to improve performance or can be considered
essential for the maintenance of the quality of care itself. In different ways, these
questions are made in both high income (Forbes, Marchand, & Peckham, 2016;
Peckham & Wallace 2010; Roland & Guthrie, 2016) and middle and low income
countries (Bhatnagar & George, 2016; Lee et al., 2012). Findings have also revealed, in
this case related (possibly) more to middle and low income countries, that workers and
managers were not fully aware of performance indicators and standards. Further, front
line professionals have limited prospects for career progression, and there has been
inadequate performance feedback and poor reward mechanisms (Lee et al., 2012).
Fundamentally, we need to understand the relationship between performance programs
such as pay for performance and what constitutes and produces high quality primary
care (Peckham & Wallace 2010). For example, it would be useful to explore the extent
to which PMAQ relates to quality criteria for primary care such as those in the ten
building blocks for high quality primary care (Bodenheimer, Ghorob, Willard-Grace, &
Grumbach, 2014). The PMAQ, like many other performance systems, relies on a set of
measurement criteria that can be easily measured. Internationally, the performance
domain of P4P schemes is generally divided into two main components: health care
delivery and the technical quality of clinical care (Hogg, Rowan, Russell, Geneau, &
Muldoon, 2007). Generally, most P4P systems focus on aspects of clinical care rather
than including delivery systems as they rely on measurable, routinely collected data. It
is also important not to confuse performance indicators with health outcomes
(Giuffrida, Gravelle, & Roland, 1999; Langdown & Peckham, 2014). Perhaps a key
point is to examine the match between performance targets and those criteria generally
seen as central to the provision of high-quality primary care which the PMAQ seeks to
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address through external assessment and by accounting for the diversity of
socioeconomic, epidemiological and demographic scenarios between the Brazilian
municipalities by grouping primary care teams into categories for developing a final
assessment score. However, the bulk of the final score is still focused primarily on what
can be measured through the primary care information system. Whether this equates to
quality remains, therefore a question deserving further analysis (Bodenheimer et al.,
2014; Hogg et al., 2007; Peckham & Wallace, 2010).
Moreover, varied theoretical approaches have been employed to understand the
policy process and to improve both the implementation and design of pay for
performance programs. Diverse theories focused on change, as well as on lessons and
insights derived from those theories have been and can be employed even more
extensively - and in a comparative and policy relevant manner - to study performance
and improvement in health policy. This is because the main challenges in performance
and quality improvement rest in the promotion of effective changes in organizations and
in professional behaviour. Good examples are the theory of organizational culture and
motivational theories (Gagne, 2014; Talbot, 2010). According to the theory of
organizational culture, changes in the culture stimulate changes in performance. This
theoretical perspective can help to explain why an organization or group of co-workers
focuses on certain priorities during implementation (Scott, Mannion, Marshall, &
Davies, 2003). Motivational theories emphasizing attitudes, perceptions and intentions
of health professionals and managers have also been widely employed, as they can shed
light on the diverse reasons – such as power, status and professional responsibility - that
can explain professional behaviours during implementation, as well as provide
contextual evidence that could be useful to redesign programs and consider how they
effect professional behaviour (Herzer & Pronovost, 2015; Yé et al., 2016).
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The literature however, is not free of limitations. Scholars have pointed out the
need to establish a stronger theoretical foundation for academic analyses of how
performance information and knowledge affect organizational decision making and
behaviour, as well as how managers or elected representatives are supposed to use the
information (Moynihan, Donald, Sanjay, Pandey, & Bradley, 2012; Talbot 2010).
Concomitantly, there is currently a gap in the literature about what are most effective
use of public policy lessons, especially regarding feedback and policy learning
considerations and other policy tools or mechanisms in the redesign /re-formulation of
policies. Perhaps a key question to be addressed is how performance shapes decision
making from a national and international comparative perspective, in high-, low-, and
middle-income countries. Despite the limitations of evidence and knowledge of
implementation processes, the improvements realized up until the present have already
brought some valuable examples to deepen analyses into the PMAQ.

Implications for research and policy
Brazilian researchers and policymakers could profit from contributions from
such broader analyses when considering future research and policy implications. They
would entail reformulations or changes to the PMAQ practical research and policy
agenda. Three possible general implications would be: the extension of PMAQ analyses
and discussions to new methodological and policy related fields; the adoption of new
policy pilots and strategies aiming at quality improvement; and the establishment of
international collaborations in the field.
The extension of PMAQ analyses and policy discussions to diverse policy
related fields could take place in a number of ways. Collective Health researchers,
especially those working in the external assessment of the PMAQ, could engage or be
11

encouraged to undertake other types of analysis, employ frameworks and theories of the
public policy process and/or taking into account qualitative data and experiences in the
field. Postgraduate programs in Public Health and Collective Health in Brazil could
encourage postgraduates to carry out research that goes beyond the use of quantitative
methods, or that reconciles this with other methods and new subjective data collection
with actors involved in policymaking and implementation. Brazilian Collective Health,
generally, could go deeper into the use of concepts and methods derived from global
health and public policy. This initiative could be encouraged or implemented by
collective actors, such as the Brazilian Association of Collective Health (ABRASCO),
or research groups or research networks.
Additionally, researchers from other areas, such as the Social Sciences Sociology and Political Science -, Political Economy and Administration, could be
attracted to the PMAQ through calls for research grants, or invitations to participate in
discussions and publications. These researchers could also begin to incorporate the
PMAQ into their public policy research agendas. The Ministry of Health in partnership
with researchers from diverse areas could foster a new type of dialogue forum, with the
insertion of themes and discussions regarding global health and public policy. This
forum could entail new forms of interaction between policymakers, researchers and
those on the front line, not limited to a specific field of knowledge or practice.
Researchers together with the Ministry of Health, states and municipalities
could initiate pilot projects that employ multi-method and qualitative method data
collection and analysis. They would aim to better understand best practice cases derived
from the PMAQ, as an example and a way of learning and generating evidence for the
construction of strategies of quality improvement in primary health. In addition, various
forms of educational and front-line training activities for the PMAQ could be adopted in
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order to strengthen or promote appreciation and greater understanding of PMAQ at the
front line of implementation. Front-line dialogues and feedback mechanisms on PMAQ
and quality improvement could be adopted, as well as mechanisms for implementing
and strengthening feedback and redesigning the program, focusing on the building of
sustainable monitoring strategies. Given the low level of autonomy and organizational
capacity of most Brazilian municipalities, and the bureaucratic challenges that
characterize management in municipalities with greater organizational capacity, it
would be interesting if the Ministry of Health, and the Department of Primary Care in
particular, would also provide these mechanisms and tools that could enhance program
implementation.
In order to advance in terms of knowledge transfer (from and to other
countries), the Ministry of Health, together with states and municipalities, could enter
into international agreements to learn from other countries. Brazilian researchers could
also establish international research partnerships, aiming to bring comparative policy
lessons from other countries to PMAQ and vice versa.
Those three broad types of implications are not exhaustive, and can be seen as
examples of how to strengthen PMAQ and primary health care through a global health
and public policy perspective.
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Footnote
1. The term originally comes from the collective health movement that debated and
struggled for the creation of a universal health system in Brazil during the transition
to democracy. They proposed a broader concept of health that would consider the
social and political aspects of human life that goes beyond biomedicine concerns.
Since the democratization, the field has gained new shapes and a huge number of
representatives involved in two main institutions: the Brazilian Center for Health
Studies (CEBES) and the Brazilian Association of Collective Health (ABRASCO)
(Saddi, 2014). Though in diverse ways during the period, they have been guiding
the theoretical and political discussions about health policies. With respect to
primary care this debate is presently mainly developed by ABRASCO’s Research
Network of Primary Care that gathers most of PMAQ’s external assessors.
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ITEMIZED, POINT-BY-POINT RESPONSE TO THE COMMENTS OF THE
REVIEWERS
[Reviewer #1, commentary]: The revised manuscript is a significant improvement and
the author made good efforts to address the reviewers' comments.
Only additional attention to language is needed to make the article more comprehensible
and impactful. The document would benefit from additional copy-editing and attention
to English (for example "hegemonic" is used quite a number of times and I'm not sure of
the author is intentionally using a word with such negative connotations).
[Authors’ response to reviewer 1]: Dear reviewer, Thanks for your comments.
Besides taking into account the comments you have made, we have also made some
other improvements, bringing to the text the contributions of a second author, so as to
increase the quality and impact of the work, and better develop the English language
revision.
Responding to your comments:
1. We have done a complete revision of the English language and done a better
copy-editing.
2. We have removed repeated expressions, and especially those with negative
connotations, substituting them for other words or expressions. The word
“hegemonic” now appears only twice in the article (in two different pages), as
we have either removed or substituted them.
Other improvements:
1. We have added the expression “payment for performance” to the title.
2. We have further improved the content of the article, bringing three main
elements to the debate: 1) including aspects related to health system research,
mentioning the disconnect between policy research, policy impact monitoring
and policy (page 3, second paragraph) practice. 2) Clarifying the distinction
between p4p and quality improvement (page 8), and 3) making suggestions on
how to evaluate primary care quality via p4p/PMAQ (page 8 and 9).
Many thanks,
The authors
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